This paper presents an extended GLR parsing algorithm with grammar PCFG* that is based on Tomita's GLR parsing algorithm and extends it further. We also define a new grammar-PCFG* that is based on PCFG and assigns not only probability but also frequency associated with each rule. So our syntactic parsing system is implemented based on rule-based approach and statistics approach. Furthermore our experiments are executed in two fields: Chinese base noun phrase identification and full syntactic parsing. And the results of these two fields are compared from three ways. The experiments prove that the extended GLR parsing algorithm with PCFG* is an efficient parsing method and a straightforward way to combine statistical property with rules. The experiment results of these two fields are presented in this paper.
Introduction
Recently the syntactic parsing system is one of significant components in natural language processing. Many parsing methods have been developed as the development of corpus linguistics and applications of linguistics. Tomita' GLR parsing (Tomita M., 1986 (Tomita M., , 1987 is the most general shift-reduce method of bottom-up parsing and widely used in syntactic parsing. Several methods are based on it. Lavie (Lavie A., 1996) used the GLR* parsing algorithm for spoken language system. It uses a finite-state probabilistic model to compute the action probabilities. Inui (Inui K. et al., 1997 (Inui K. et al., , 1998 ) presented a formalization of probabilistic GLR (PGLR) parsing model which assigns a probability to each LR parsing action. To shallow parsing, many researchers have made experiments with identification of noun phrases. Abney (Abney S., 1991) used two level grammar rules to implement the noun phrase parsing through pure LR parsing algorithm. Some new methods based on GLR algorithm aim to capture action probabilities by statistics distribution and context relations. This paper combines rule approach and statistics approach simultaneously. Furthermore, based on GLR and PCFG, we present an extended GLR parsing and a new grammar PCFG* that provides the action probabilities to prune the meaningless branches in the parsing table. Our experiments are also made in two parts: Chinese base noun phrase parsing and Chinese full parsing. The former is a simplified formalization of full parsing and is relatively simpler than the latter. This paper includes four sections. Section 2 presents a brief description of rule structure system-PCFG*. Section 3 gives our extended GLR parsing algorithm and the parsing processing. Section 4 shows the experiment results of our parser including Chinese base noun phrases (baseNP) identification and Chinese full syntactic parser. The conclusions are drawn in section 5.
A New Grammar (PCFG*) and the

Rule Structure
Grammar system is one of the important pars of a parsing system. We explain it in detail in the following section.
Structure of Rules
The definition of symbols in our system inherits the classifications of Penn Chinese tree-bank (Xia F., 2000) . There are totally 33 Table 1 : the format of grammar rules In order to denote each rule explicitly, the mark '+' is used as the junction mark. In above examples, symbols VP, VCD and VCP are verb phrase and verb compounds. Symbols VV and VC stand for common verbs and copula " " respectively.
A New Grammar (PCFG*)
Context-free grammars (CFGs) are widely used to describe the grammar structures in natural language processing. And probabilistic context-free grammars (PCFGs) directly add the probabilities to the rules. But it is sometimes not sufficient to only associate probability with each rule. So we define a new grammar system-PCFG*: each rule is assigned probability distribution and frequency distribution simultaneously. The probability number is the relative value since it is the percentage value in the rule group that have the same left sides. While the frequency number is the absolute value because it is the total numbers occurred in whole corpus. The probability property is the key value to full parsing. The probability attribute is superior to frequency attribute. A sample is presented to show how to use probability and frequency of a rule. Suppose there are three rules showed in table 2 and the relations is displayed in figure 1.
Rule When rule 1 and rule 3 simultaneously satisfy the reduce condition, rule 3 is executed and the left side item 'Y' is pushed to the stack because p3 is bigger than p1. To complete parsing, probability always has the priority to frequency. But to baseNP parsing, frequency is superior to probability attribution. Since f1>f3, rule1 is executed first. If f1 is equal to f3, then go on to compare probability.
Parsing Algorithm
The parsing algorithm is very significant as well as the grammar rules to the parsing system. We produce an extended GLR parsing algorithm based on the Tomita's GLR parsing algorithm in our system.
the Extended GLR Parsing Algorithm
The GLR method augments the LR parser and overcomes the drawback of the LR parser. In fact, from the point of parsing algorithm, there are no clear differences between LR and GLR algorithm. In parsing processing, there are also four actions in GLR algorithm that are similar to the LR parsing. But GLR parsing algorithm admits multiple entries in the parsing table. Our extended GLR algorithm also permits that several shift and reduce actions exist in one branch in the parsing table simultaneously. So there are mainly two types of conflicts: shift-reduce conflict and reduce-reduce conflict. These conflicts are the most difficult problems of GLR algorithm. In the parsing process, when the conflicts between shift and reduce occur, the principle of our parsing method is that the reduce action is superior to the shift action. If only grammar rules are used to describe the context relations, they may produce many conflicts when several rules satisfy the conditions. So we use the grammar system--PCFG* to add statistical information. The probabilities distributions are associated with the rules to each parsing action and decide which step to continue. Therefore the extended GLR algorithm handles the conflicts with two steps: (1). The reduce action is always executed first, then the shift action. (2). When more than one reduce actions satisfy the conditions, probability and frequency decide the order of these reduce actions.
Parsing Actions and Parsing Process 3.2.1 Parsing Table and Actions
The parsing The ACTION table contains four action sub-tables: Sh1, Re1, Re-Sh and Accept. They stand for shift part, reduce part, reduce-shift part and accept part respectively. Because the error action is similar to accept action, it is not explained here. The Re-Sh part is the key part in the table. It contains multiple entries while the others have no conflicts. In the Re-Sh part, the rules are firstly arranged according to the probabilities and then compared based on the frequencies. The maximum probability is put on the top. This sequence continues until the last rule with minimum probability. According to the order of Re-Sh sub-table, the parsing program is transformed to the corresponding state of the stack. This order suits for the full parsing. But to the base noun phrases identification, frequency is firstly compared. Since the ambiguities and conflicts existed in the Re-Sh sub-table, we give a limit that no more than 20 entries in the Re-Sh part. From the experiment results, it is better to select 20 rules as the branch limit in the parsing process because it not only permits the multiple entries, but also fits for the performance efficiency of our program. Since the parser uses PCFG*, it has strong control to handle action conflicts and rule ambiguities. The parsing process need to prune the meaningless parsing branches. Excessive pruning may cause the loss of some grammar rules and add the error opportunities. Reasonable pruning can improve efficiency.
the Parsing Process
We give the following the symbols definition and interpretation to explain the parsing process. (1) Reduce Action When the reduce action is performed, the rule candidates are selected in the list from the first rule to the last one that are arranged according to the probabilities and frequencies. If one of these rules satisfies the condition, then the flag of this rule is changed from FALSE to TRUE and stop here, and continue to read input word. Otherwise trace back.
(2) Shift Action Shift action is executed under two conditions. One is based on the action table. The other is that when error action occurs, the base noun phrase identification continues to perform shift action while the full parsing enters trace part. (3) Error Action When error action occurs, trace back to the previous branch and perform another rule candidate listed in the entry. If there is no path can be searched in the current branch point or all routes are not passed through, the parsing fails and output the final error symbol. This situation is only used to the full parsing.
the Comparison with GLR
In order to explain explicitly our extended GLR parsing algorithm, we compare it with GLR algorithm. 
Experiment and Results
Our experiments include two parts: Chinese base noun phrase parsing and Chinese full syntactic parsing.
The obvious difference of Chinese baseNP parsing and full parsing is that the former must give the parsing results while the latter sometimes need to trace back and output the error symbols. Because baseNP identification belongs to the shallow parsing, it only need to gives the recognized noun phrase structures. If there are no phrases found, then output the original sentence. Obviously Chinese baseNP parsing is much simpler and more efficient than the full parsing from the point of the method and the runtime. Our experiments are performed based on Chinese tree-bank corpus. There are totally 10,000 Chinese sentences whose grammar structures are described by brackets. Table 5 is the results of these types of parsing. The experimental results show that our parsing algorithm, extended GLR parsing algorithm, is efficient to both Chinese baseNP parsing and full parsing.
Conclusions
In our system, we present the extended GLR parsing algorithm that is based on the Tomita's GLR algorithm. A new grammar system PCFG* based on PCFG is proposed to describe the grammatical rules that are added probability and frequency attributes. So our parsing system combines Chinese grammar phenomena with statistics distribution. This is feasible and efficient to implement Chinese shallow parsing and full parsing. In the future task, we further improve the efficiency and robust of our parsing algorithm and expand Chinese grammatical rules with both statistical attributions and language information. It is important to utilize the results of base noun phrases identification and to improve the precision of Chinese full parsing.
